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?RAL; The work was undertaken on the 20th Lot of Concession IV in Karmora

Township, There a large swamp bounded on "both ends by paleozoic outliers. The 

northern outlier give way to a second swamp which in turn is bounded by a third 

'.rut li f i: The. general effect E.uggcrtr ii r rrf-.c^nt-r-hajer! reck ur.it vrhor c thapf 

conforms to the. Cordova Gabbro. The impression suggested is that an easily-eroded 

rock unit underlie^; the swamps and outliers in this area. That the rock unit 

is easily-eroded suggests the presence of sulfides, graphite, and or/magnetite. 

The area at Lot 20 Concession IV was chosen for examination to determine wha.t 

the nature of that erodable rock unit is and if possible to evaluate the commercial 

possibilities present.

The author was made a,ware prior to this work of the presence of magnetite 

on this property and so a magnetometer survey was undertaken on the swamp to 

hopefully delineate a possible massive ma,gnetite deposit.

As the surrounding metasediment belt is the same country rock next to the 

Deloro, Malone and Cordova gold deposits it was hoped that contacts between the 

marbles and sileceous metasediments and a possible metasomatic magnetite skarn 

might produce auriferous zones .

The area war mapped in the I 9^0 's by M E Wilson and in 1981 by Bartlett 

and Moore who produced map p?6lP at a scale of 1:158^0 for the Ofc..The Ordivieian 

limestones are of the Gull River Formation /B A Liberty! and are underlain by 

red and green silty limestones, maroon, siltstones and thin basal conglomerates 

of the shadow Lake Formation. Underlying these are Lake Precambrian Metasediments
M CW * -~-

which are typically impure grey carbonates and thin- layered ffl-ICj carbonate 

metagreywacke and metawacke. ^ Bartlett & Moorefc. To the north of the second. 

swamp area (see Fig. ft are me ta-muds tones bearing sulfides. As well parts of 

the east boundary metawackes are sulfide bearing as well. There appears to be 

no large pluton with direct contact to the unit under study but the Cordova 

Pluton lies not far to the west. The Shannick {MaloneJ pluton, is not far to the 

east and the Tvrin Sister's piorites lie to the north.

Bartlett and Moore have suggested a deep-sea origin for the Metasediments. 

Thus the possibility that the eroded rock unit is high in graphite must be considered.



't The author decided to do an intensive survey of the rock units in Lots 

?0,and2I, in Concessions3, i),and 5 in search of a possible outcrop of the unit

r study or at least float from it. This survey uncovered several interesting points.

Quartjl veins in this area seems to carry pyrite (XTAIS up to lcm in sieel and 

manganese but contain no trace of any significant? /see sample #6). Some tourmalines 

occurs as well. The quartz veins seemto have had no influence on the host rock.

Diabase dykes cut the area. Bartlett and Moore have identified a dyke near this 

area as a gabbro. This dyke can be traced for some distance and, like the quartz veins, 

show little mineralization and no effect on the host rock. 

l One specific site is cut by a 3^ dyke which under closer scrutiny seems to be a

different matter. The dyke, or sill, seems to be a medium-grained diabase but it is 

l carrying a fair amount of sulfide distributed, along it's joints /see sample#3j.

This dyke trends E-W and it's northern contact shows a gradation to rusty amphibolite. 

The carbonate metawacke on the north side shows zones of pegmatization with pockets 

of feldspar, calcite, chlorite and arsenopyrite, A sample of this material showed a 

small gold spike fsee sample #4V

Some^stripping of this contactjwas undertaken but no significant are* of mineralization 

Is was shown. Nonetheless it confirmed the suspicion that a hot contact tended to increase 

the gold values of the metasediments .

Outcrops and float on both sides of the eroded rock unit were examined. Some of 

the metasediments showed sulfide mineralization /see samples2 & J?)- One of the rusty 

amphibolite samples however showed little beyond iron /see Sample *#iEJfc

An outcrop of metasediment just inside the swamp contained a small outcrop of , 

magnetite.{see sample 1^ This area was also stripped and revealed that the magnetite || 

deposit is small {fecm trending NE-SW over lOmJ and seems to have been origijially a 

diorite. The contacts show minor metasomatism /amphibolite and chlorite^ but no suIfides.

Directly across the river at the edge of the swamp two samples of metawacke{#2 b 

reveal the best analyses of *11 the metasediment samples.

It was the author's hope the the eroded rock unit would match the eample^ll and 

form some major tonnage in the area under study.

To this end a magnetometer was procured, a grid cut and a survey undertaken.



A survey grid was laid out in lot 2.0 and 19 against the outlier 

the metasediments on the south and east respectively to find some place where 

the eroded rock unit might lie close to the surface to permit trenching. The swamp 

itself is heavily treed in cedar, spruce, balsm, ash, elm. poplar, white birch,and 

red maple with some old tops lying about from previous logging and numerous windblown 

deadfall. All of this max"e cutting an acuratf; grid a challenge. The compass needle , 

seems to show a swing close to the edge of the outlier of about 7 degrees. The 

baseline was created along an extension of the Lot edgerthere were no pre-existing 

fencerS which was the east edge of Cone. 4. Stations were selected at 5fim intervals. 

The baseline vaz established with a rented transit and stadia. Subsequent lines 

were made with a 25m chain and compass. In the swamp itself the compass seemed 

unafected except near the magnetite outcrop as noted in fig.2.

magnetometer survey revealed little evidence oJL ̂ aj^^lax^e scale^magnetite 

body. The rejcorded values are not large except immediately next to the outcrop. As 

they are obviously anomalous to this general area they have been eliminated from 

the grid results. At the swamp edge where the compass needle showed some swing, 

the magnetometer values showed no changes not noticed at other points rising from 

the swamp that showed no compass effects. Admittedly the magnetometer used was 

not terribly modern {the author received its use for free! but it was certainly 

capable of indicating a large magnetic body.

From these results, several conclusions can be reached.

1 A The target rock unit is graphite.

2 j The target rock unit is high in sulf ides .

3/ The target rock unit is just some easily eroded material of no commercial 

interest such as slate, impure talc, or highly jointed soft metasediment .

ty The target rock unit has been totally eroded , possibly as early as pre- 

Qrdivician times.

5f As suggested by some rather subjective evidence, the only remnants of the 

target unit are preserved at the base of the Qrdivician outliers.

notion that Mineralization is enhanced at the boundaries of hot rock

units with the basic area metasediments is seen to be valid. As a result, any
i . - 

intrusive which shows evidence of emplacement at high temperature should have it's

contacts with those metasediments examined closely. This is certainly already the 

case with the Deloro Pluton, but the bodies at Malone, Cord ova and Twin Sisters 

should likewise be examined. This general metasediment band should be examined 

as well in Madoc and Belmont Townships



l, t', 
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*gretfully the area under study does not seem to warrant any further activity 

eh as drilling. While there are some interesting values for some elements, none 

are any where near the level required for the commercial interest.
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.SAMPLE # Cu...j6 Zn 36 Fe # 
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LAKEFIELD RESEARCH
A DIVISION OF FALCONBRIDGE LIMITED 

l P.O. Box 430, 185 Concession St., LAKEFIELD, ON KOL2HO 
' Phone: (705) 652-3341, Facsimile: (705) 652-6365, Telex: 0696-2842

No.: 5151

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Mike Ridgeway 
R. R. *1 
Marmora, ON

Samples submitted to us show results as follows: 

Sample Cu 7, Zn 7* Fe ?J

Date:
Sample Received:

No. of Samples:
Our Reference No.:

Your P.O. No.:

December 20, 1989 
December 8, 1989 
8 
8933341

Ti 7. Au g/t Ag g/t

45.7 6.70

2 0.36 0.001
3 0.021 0.019
4 -cO.OOl 0.004
5 0.008 0.009
6 0.005^.001
8 0.005-iO.OOl
7 66

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02

0.7 
^.5

^.5 
^.5

IF'
i-

Additional Copies to Signed;]
NOTE: Rejects will be discarded after 6 months 
Please, inquire about our long-term storage facilities

A. E. Carr, Manager - Assay Services
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